TEDOM MICRO

Small Combined Heat & Power Unit
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Is Your Energy Bill Burning
Up Your Budget?
The price for electricity is steadily on the increase and is very expensive, both in terms of cost and the
production of CO2. This is because a power station is very inefficient, due to large amounts of heat wasted
through cooling towers. Additionally, there are further losses of efficiency in the distribution through the
national grid. In summary, what arrives at your building for use is only about 30% of the energy burned by
the power station to start with. The downside is, they make you pay for 100% of this.

Typical Applications
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Who Benefits From CHP?

Suitable CHP applications are where there is a demand for both electricity and hot water
or heating.
For example:
Hotels, boarding houses, hostels

Water parks

Agricultural establishments

Retirement houses

Health resorts

Zoological gardens

Social welfare institutions

Fitness centres

Industrial establishments

Hospitals and clinics

Schools

Laundries

Municipal heating plants

Office buildings

Urban heating plants

Swimming pools

Supermarkets

Large residential properties

Small wastewater treatment plants

Trade centres

Etc., ...

Typical installation of CHP unit in building

1. CHP unit
2. Buffer vessel
3. Natural gas supply
4. Electricity supply

What’s The Solution?
Produce the power for yourselves! CHP, also known as cogeneration, allows heat and electric power
to be generated at the same time from a single packaged unit, in which the ‘spare’ heat produced,
is turned into hot water. The principle is that a natural gas or biogas-fuelled engine drives a generator
that produces electricity. The heat from the engine block, oil cooler and exhaust, which would normally
be wasted, is absorbed by coolant water through a specially developed high efficiency heat exchanger.
This supplements or replace the heat normally provided by your boilers. The standard fuel for CHP units
is natural gas, however, other types of fuels can be used, for example LPG or biogas.
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TEDOM Advantages

TEDOM

Rapid Return on Investment

Why TEDOM Micro?

Off all the energy saving technologies, CHP offers the fastest return on
investment.
An example of energy costs before and after the installation of a CHP unit:
You will pay this for 10 years to your
electricity and gas providers

You invest this into your property
while saving

Advanced engineering quality with industry leading technology
Well established in over 40 countries across European and global markets, by purchasing TEDOM CHP
unit you acquire a product with a long history of successful installations backed up by industry leading
technology and knowledge from years in the industry.

Comprehensive support
With a TEDOM Micro CHP project you can count on our support from initial feasibility study stage through
to lifetime maintenance of the unit once installed. Our support embraces free desktop studies, building
standards compliance and a dedicated project manager throughout the installation process. Finally, the
after-sales care associated with lifetime maintenance of the unit includes 24/7 remote monitoring, the
supply of spare parts and of course engineers to attend site.

Costs for electricity,
heating and hot water

Costs for fuel
and maintenance
Costs for acquisition
of CHP unit

Fast maintenance response
Due to our network of service engineers and service centres, maintenance is provided to the highest
standard and remote monitoring also enables early response to any issues, including not only remote fault
diagnostic, but in many cases remote rectifications.

All inclusive maintenance
The total amount of savings is influenced by:
Exiting type of fuel and quantity of electricity and gas consumption
Existing gas and electricity tariffs
Conditions of operation in different countries
Government incentives such as Feed In Tariffs, exporting etc.

We offer an all inclusive maintenance contract. For a guaranteed fixed price we take responsibility for all
maintenance expenses giving you complete peace of mind and full financial control. This is therefore like
a lifetime warranty.

Success through satisfaction
Following nearly twenty years of CHP manufacturing excellence, TEDOM owes its success to a rich
history of satisfied customers.

We are pleased to offer free desktop studies to examine CHP feasibility and potential savings.

Why is CHP so Beneficial?
By contrast to a grid power station, CHP can use over 96% of all the energy in the fuel. All of the wasted
heat is recovered and made available for your use. Having CHP on site acts like your own personal power
station, and all the power you generate is available for use. For this reason, governments advocate the use
of CHP as a leading energy saving and carbon reduction device, including various government incentives.
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TEDOM Micro: State-of-the-Art CHP Unit

Technical Benefits

cogeneration

The new series of TEDOM Micro CHP units follows a long line of pedigree products, such
as the previous MT 22 PLUS and PREMI, with over 1,000 units already in service.

Total efficiency of more than 95 %
High efficiency thermal recovery from the engine is complemented
by a water cooled alternator, thus further increasing efficiencies.
An immediate benefit of this system is that no forced air ventilation
is needed. The unit can be installed virtually anywhere you would
put a boiler.

Constant engine running speed
The Japanese industrial Kubota engine gives an outstanding service
life through operating at constant speed.

Low emissions
The T30 has industry leading low CO2 and NO x emissions and is
regarded as zero NO x by most assessors such as BREEAM, SAP
calcs etc. This also makes local planning requirements simple to
comply with.

Easy access
Fast and efficient servicing through the provision of quick release
covers on all sides.

„Plug and play”
The all-in-one design allows very easy connection of CHP unit into
the building‘s heating system.

Low spatial requirements
Flexible control panel placement
The external electrical control module, attached to the engine body
by a hinged connection, improves the use of space around the unit
by providing options for positioning.

„Super-silent” operation
Partly due to the lack of ventilation requirements, the acoustic
performance of the unit is 60 dBA at 1m. This is an industry leading
benefit and enables installation of the CHP close to noise sensitive
areas. Local planning requirements can almost certainly be met
without any further special attenuation.

Very compact footprint, plus creative design of removable covers
radically limits the space needed for maintenance. This enables the
unit to be installed in and low demands for the service area allow
installation in very restricted areas.

Long service life
High integrity design and precise manufacturing processes,
together with guaranteed fixed price maintenance ensures the
longest operational life. Units in service have already exceeded tens
of thousands of running hours.
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